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I. TECHNICAL DATA

Digital inputs 2

Counter
NPN или PNP

fmax=330Hz, T1 min=T0 min=1,5ms
Reset Active level 0V

Output 1

K1 Relay 250 V / 5A

Output voltages

+ V
+11÷14V_150mA or +24_ 80mA stab. or 

+5V 150mA stab.
Display and keyboard

horizontal device 4 digits  LED 14 mm
vertical device 4 digits LED 10 mm
Display range
Accuracy 
Keyboard

-1999 ... 9999
± 1 LSB

semi-sensor
Power supply
Voltage ~230 V

50 Hz (± 1 Hz)
Operating conditions
Temperature
Relative humidity

0 … 50 °C
0 … 80 % RH

Dimensions

horizontal device 9648128 mm
vertical device 4896128 mm
Montage
Weight

Panel Cutout 44 x 90 (90x44)mm
max 200 g

Storage 
Temperature
Relative humidity

-10 … 70 °C
0 … 95 % RH

Model               Until VIII.2010 he MS8202 is manufactured under the name MS8202SPC.
The model and version are displayed when exiting the Options menu
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II. FRONT AND REAR PANEL

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS (INPUTS)
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GND ISO

RESET



III.OPERATING MODE
The  unit  registers  the  input  pulses  and  increases  the  accumulated  value.  Upon

reaching  the  set  point, output  K1 changes  its  state  or  generates  a  pulse  of  a  certain
duration (see PROGRAMMING mode). The input pulses are blocked until a Reset input
signal resets the counter readings and changes the output status. A new counting starts
after Reset is dropped.

The output status is indicated by LED K1.

The action of the individual buttons is as follows:

 By pressing and holding this button for more than 2 seconds, a mode of setting 
the limit of accumulated pulses is entered. The display shows a limit value that can be 
edited using the UP and DOWN buttons. To save the edited value, press the MODE 
button again or do not press the button for more than 5 seconds.

 ,  When one of the two buttons is pressed, the display shows the number 
of cycles performed by the counter (it is considered a completed cycle each time the 
accumulated value is reset).

While pressing buttons  and  simultaneously the cycle counter is reset

 Pressing and holding this button for more than 5 seconds enters the 
"PROGRAMMING" mode, which is indicated by the red LED.
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IV.   "PROGRAMMING" MODE

The editing of the parameters is done with buttons  and  , navigating 

through the menu and memorizing the parameters is done with a button m od e . 

NAME DESCRIPTIONS FAB
Out Output mode:

0 - the output works according to the mode determined by the 
PulS parameter.
1 - the output is activated when the set number of pulses is 
reached and remains active until external reset.

PulS 0 - the output is active during counting until the set number of 
pulses is reached.
0.1 ... 25.5 - after reaching the set number of pulses, the output
is activated for a period PulS (0.1..25.5 seconds).

A message"END" is displayed after the parameters . When a button  
m od e

 is 

pressed exits the programmed mode.The model and version of the device can be seen in1s

V. OTHER COUNTER OPTIONS

 The counter stores the accumulated value and status of its output during power 
failure. The next time the power is applied, the unit starts counting from the last 
stored value.

 The accumulated value can be reset prematurely using the external RESET input.
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VI. RECOMMENDATION AGAINST EMI (Electromagnetic
Interference)
Recommendations for use of connecting wires

 ✔ For longer distances for lines subjected to electromagnetic interference, it is desirable
to use a twisted pair wire.

 ✔ For better noise protection, a shielded cable may be used, which must be grounded at
only one end.

 ✔ Wires that carry a similar type of signals can be packed together, but if the signals are
different, the wires must be separated to prevent electromagnetic interaction.

 ✔ When there have to be crossed wires with different signal types this must be done at an
angle of 90 degrees and a long distance.

 ✔ Wires, which carry weak signals and wires connecting the sensors to the controller
must not be near contactors, motors, generators, radios and wires, which carry large
currents.

VII. ORDER CODE
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MS8202 - x.x.x.x.x.x.x

Power for  COUNT IN

Housing 
code   
М1 -   box IP 54, 96x48x125 
horizontal panel
1М -   BOX IP54, 96x48x125 
vertical panel
Dysplay 

code   
Т0 
Т1
Т2

-   NA
 -   
 -   24V 80 mA stabil. ISO

11...14V 150 mA ISO

Power supply 
code 
PA 
PB 

-   
-  24 VDC 

230 VAC +10%-15%/50Hz

±30% iso

Digital input  ISO
R1- RESET npn

code  
R1
G1-

- 14мм-red, 4 Dig
 14мм-green, 4 Dig

- 20мм-red, 4 Dig
 20мм-green , 4 Dig

- 10мм-red vertical , 4 Dig
 10мм-green vertical, 4 Dig

R2
G2-
R5
G5-

code
K1   
AA  
AB  
AD  

- NA
- Relay 
- Triak 

 5A/250V 
2A / 250V

- OC NPN iso.AF  U =80V, I =1A*CEmax Cmax

Power supply  -  230 VАС

M 8202 - M1.R2.PA.T1.R1.Q5.AFSExample :

Display  - LED 20mm red 4 digits

Count input  ISO
Q5- fmax=330Hz

Power for  COUNT IN Digital input  ISO  RESET npn

Count input  ISO fmax=330Hz



WARRANTY CARD

Warranty card №:.................................................

Warranty term:.................................................    months

Factory number:.................................................

The items were purchased from :..................................................................

Invoice number:............................../.............   20........  year .

GUARANTEE CONDITIONS

The guaranty consists  in  free repairs  of  all  the factory defects  which can
occur during the guarantee period.  The repair is performed as in the repair base is
being presented the current guarantee card with which the device is bought.  The
warranty  does  notrefer  to  issue  caused  by  a  bad  transport,  bad  conservation,  wrong
exploitation, naturedisasters, not following the instructions and the cases when there is an
attempt to fix anydefects by other people. In those cases the issue is being fixed only
against payment. 
         The maintenance during the guarantee period and doing the claims happens
according to the valid legislation.

PERFORMED REPAIRS IN THE SERVICE

Service
Date of
receipt

Order
number

Type of repairs done
Date of

transmiss
ion

Carried
out the
repair

Seller:...................           Buyer:.................

4, Murgash str., Plovdiv city, Bulgaria,  4000  
Тел.: (+359 32) 642 519, 640 446   факс: (+359 32) 640 446

www.microsyst.net     e-mail:   info@microsyst.net
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